
Hadley Range Of Lever Handles =

MARCUS BLACK IRON HADLEY DOOR HANDLE FB4700
A simple black door handle on backplate, with a cylindrical lever and a traditional back-plate, part of the latest smooth, black iron range
from M. Marcus.
To meet modern design preferences M. Marcus have removed the deep surface indentations found in traditional black ironmongery.
Leaving only the natural surface grains to create a rustic yet smoother contemporary appearance. These black iron door handles will
complement traditional solid wooden and hollow flush doors.

All the black door handles in this collection are made from malleable iron, treated with zinc phosphating process and then powder coated
that has unique UV protection added to the coating process making these handles a great choice for external use.

The lever latch version (FB4710) has a flat plate for doors that don't require any locking, fit with a tubular latch to operate. 
The standard profile (FB4700) suits a door fitted with a sashlock and allows access using a key. The euro profile (FB4748) suits a door with
a euro cylinder sashlock fitted. 
The bathroom version (FB4730) comes with a turn and release which when fitted with a bathroom lock will lock the door without the need
for a key.
Multipoint door handles (FB4792) are suitable for uPVC and timber doors using a modern multi-point locking system where the handle is
unsprung allowing you to twist the handle upwards to engage the bolts. 122mm and 215mm bolt centres

Better prices - five or more handles - email your enquiry
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Price
Lever Lock on Plate FB4700 SMOOTH BLACK IRON - (Product reference 4216-9793) £20.87
Lever Latch on Plate FB4710 SMOOTH BLACK IRON - (Product reference 4216-9794) £20.87
Bathroom Set FB4730 smooth black iron - (Product reference 4216-9795) £24.01
Euro Profile FB4748 SMOOTH BLACK IRON (Product reference 4216-9796) £24.01
Multi-point Inline lever/lever set unsprung FB4792.C122 (Product reference 4216-9797) £24.01
Multi-point Inline lever/lever set unsprung FB4792.T215  (Product reference 4216-9798) £24.01

A discount of 25% has been applied for the use of All Customers
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